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Abstract:
The structural distortions resulting from the size mismatch between the Eu 2+ luminescent centre and the host Ba 2+ cation as well as the electronic structure of BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ (,Dy 3+ ) were studied using density functional theory (DFT) calculations and synchrotron radiation (SR) luminescence spectroscopy. The modified interionic distances as well as differences in the total energies indicate that Eu 2+ prefers the smaller of the two possible Ba sites in the BaAl 2 O 4 host. The calculated Eu 2+ 4f 7 and 4f 6 5d 1 ground level energies confirm that the excited electrons can reach easily the conduction band for subsequent trapping. In addition to the green luminescence, a weak blue emission band was observed in BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ ,Dy 3+ probably due to the creation of a new Ba 2+ site due to the effect of water exposure on the host. Malkamäki, "Thermoluminescence and synchrotron radiation studies on the persistent luminescence of BaAl2O4:Eu 2+ ,Dy 3+ ," J. Solid State Chem. 183(10), 2365-2371 (2010 
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Introduction
Persistent luminescence materials can store energy from solar radiation or artificial lighting and release it over a period of several hours without a continuous excitation source. ) materials were prepared with a combustion reaction. The modifications in the host crystal structure due to the introduction of Eu 2+ were explored using DFT. The structure of the valence and conduction bands as well as the band gap energy of the nondoped and Eu 2+ doped BaAl 2 O 4 was studied. The 4f n and 4f n-1 5d 1 ground level energies of Eu 2+ in the host band structure were determined, too. Eventually, the excitation and emission were studied using the SR UV-VUV spectroscopy. The energy transfer and storage processes are discussed based on these theoretical and experimental results. 3 and Dy(NO 3 ) 3 ) and urea were used as reactants and fuel, respectively. The hydrated europium and dysprosium nitrates were obtained from the respective oxides with a reaction with concentrated nitric acid. The precursors were suspended into the smallest possible amount of distilled water. A silica capsule filled with the homogeneous solution was inserted into a furnace pre-heated to 500 °C. The reaction began ca. 5 minutes afterwards when the mixture was self-ignited with a white flame producing a white powder. In this chemical reaction, H 2 O, NH 3 , CO 2 , O 2 and N 2 gases are released though the reactions are complex and not known in detail. After the completion of the reaction, the furnace was turned off and was let to cool freely. The products were removed from the furnace when the temperature had lowered to ca. 
Materials and methods
Materials preparation
Synchrotron radiation UV-VUV spectroscopy
The SR excitation and emission spectra of the BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ (,Dy 3+ ) materials were measured between 80 and 330 as well as 360 and 640 nm, respectively, by using the UV-VUV synchrotron radiation beamline SUPERLUMI of HASYLAB at DESY (Hamburg, Germany) [10] . The samples were mounted on the cold finger of a liquid He flow cryostat and the spectra were recorded at selected temperatures between 20 and 298 K. The setup consisted of a 2-m McPherson type primary monochromator with a resolution up to 0.02 nm (excitation) and an ARC SpectraPro-308i monochromator equipped with a Hamamatsu R6358P photomultiplier and a SSL CCD detector (emission). The UV-VUV excitation spectra were corrected for the variation in the incident flux of the excitation beam using the excitation spectrum of sodium salicylate as a standard.
Calculation method
The electronic structures of the non-doped and Eu 2+ doped BaAl 2 O 4 materials were calculated employing the density functional theory with the WIEN2k package [11] . WIEN2k is based on the full potential linearized augmented plane wave method (LAPW), an approach which is among the most precise and reliable ways to calculate the electronic structure of solids. The semi-local spin density generalized gradient approximation (GGA) method was applied to the non-doped material. In order to describe better the strongly correlated 4f electrons of the Eu 2+ doped BaAl 2 O 4 , the GGA+U method ("Fully Localized Limit" version) [12] was used without the spin-orbit coupling.
The GGA+U method requires as the input the Coulomb repulsion strength (Hubbard parameter U) and the exchange parameter J (magnetic coupling constant), which are related to the Slater integrals [13] . U increases with the increasing nuclear charge and oxidation state, whereas J is almost independent of the number of nd (nf) electrons. The U and J values 7.62 and 0.68 eV, respectively, have been found to reproduce the experimentally observed splitting between the majority and minority spin states of the Gd 3+ ion [14] . Since both Gd 3+ and Eu
2+
have the rather similar 4f 7 electron configuration, the dependence of the Eu 2+ doped system on the Hubbard parameter was calculated using selected values between 4.35 and 7.62 eV, while the exchange parameter was fixed at 0.68 eV.
Every eighth of the Ba 2+ ions (either at the Ba1 or Ba2 site) in the normal unit cell of BaAl 2 O 4 (Z: 8 [15] , 56 atoms) was replaced with Eu 2+ corresponding to the defect concentration of 12.5 %. A detailed description of the BaAl 2 O 4 structure is given in section 3.1.1. The local defect concentration is high due to the use of a single unit cell in the DFT calculations. However, even with the used concentration, the shortest Eu-Eu distance is 8.8 Å (the shortest M-M distance in the lattice is 4.4 Å) and the Eu 2+ ion can be considered isolated.
The local changes in the electronic structure induced by Eu 2+ may thus be probed. Larger lattices with lower concentrations need to be studied further, however, this requires a very high computational effort. The reliable calculation of the electronic structure requires the optimization of the crystal structure including the Eu 2+ ion. This was achieved by relaxing the positions of all atoms in the unit cell, while the lattice parameters were not changed. The equilibrium position of each atom was calculated using the GGA method.
In the DFT calculations, the single particle Kohn-Sham equations can be solved on a grid of sampling points (k-points) in the symmetry irreducible wedge of the Brillouin zone [16] . The number of the k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone of BaAl 2 O 4 was 4. The number of basis functions used was ca. 4000 and 6000 for the non-doped and Eu 2+ containing normal cell of BaAl 2 O 4 , respectively.
Results and discussion
Structure optimization
Crystal structure
The BaAl 2 O 4 materials studied possess the hexagonal structure (space group: P6 3 , no. 173, Z: 8, a: 10.470, c: 8.819 Å [15] The stoichiometric BaAl 2 O 4 system is known to show complex polymorphism as a function of temperature [17, 18] , though the X-ray powder diffraction [9] confirmed that the materials studied were of the hexagonal form. In addition to the desired form, a small amount of BaAl 12 O 19 not exceeding 5 % of the total material was observed as an impurity phase.
Structural modifications due to Eu
2+ doping
The distortions due to the introduction of europium in BaAl 2 O 4 were probed by structure optimization using DFT. The Eu 2+ ion at the Ba1 site shifts towards the nearest Ba 2+ ion (Ba1b in Table 1 ) along the unit cell c axis in the channel formed by the interconnected AlO 4 tetrahedra. This corresponds to a shift (x: 0.010, y: 0.010, z: 0.162 Å) to an off-centre position when compared to the barycentre of the nearest O 2-ions (optimized positions). The Ba 2+ ion also shifts slightly towards the Eu 2+ ion along this channel (Table 1) . As a result of these modifications, the Eu-Ba1 distance decreases by 0.154 Å (from 4.410 to 4.256 Å) due to the structure optimization. Movement of Eu 2+ and Ba 2+ within this channel can be expected since empty space exists in the structure in this direction. The environment of Eu 2+ and Ba 2+ was probed using the Eu-O and Ba-O distances which are equal in the non-optimized structure. Due to the structure optimization of Eu 2+ at the Ba1 site, the shortest Eu-O distances (below 3.1 Å) were decreased (Table 2) , whereas the longer ones increased relative to the original values [15] . The Eu-O1 distance changed the most significantly whereas the Eu-O5 distances remained almost unchanged. The direction of these modifications is in agreement with the shift of Eu 2+ along the unit cell c axis (Fig. 2) . Such a modification in the local structure of Eu 2+ is possible since the M-O bonds are less rigid than the Al-O bonds in the interconnected AlO 4 tetrahedra preventing significant shifts in the Al 3+ and O 2-positions. However, even larger modifications might be expected because of the difference of 0.17 Å in the statistical ionic radii of Eu 2+ and Ba 2+ [8] . This is an indication of some rigidity of the structure. Only slight modifications near Ba 2+ were found at the Ba1 site and the average Ba1-O distance did not change (Table 2) .
A slightly more significant shift for the Eu 2+ ion was found when it was introduced in the larger Ba2 site (Table 2) . This corresponds to a shift (x: 0.073, y: 0.176, z: 0.023 Å) to an offcentre position. In this site, Eu 2+ moves mostly in the ab plane of the unit cell instead of the channel along its c axis. The distances to the nearest Ba 2+ ions (Ba2) in this plane are thus decreased: Eu-Ba2b and Eu-Ba2c by 0.211 and 0.177 Å, respectively. Empty space between the AlO 4 tetrahedra exists also in the ab plane and the movement of Eu 2+ is significantly different in the two Ba sites. The shortest Eu-O distances (below 3.1 Å) were decreased and the longer Eu-O distances were mostly increased at the Ba2 site ( Table 2 ). The Eu-O5 distances changed the most significantly. The average Eu-O distance was decreased by 0.043 Å relative to the original value. A nearly two-fold decrease in this distance for the Ba2 site when compared to Ba1 (0.026 Å) was thus found. However, the average of the absolute changes in the Eu-O distances describes the modification of the local environment of Eu 2+ better though this value was almost the same for both sites (Eu 2+ at Ba1 and Ba2: 0.122 and 0.107 Å, respectively). More significant modification was found near the Ba 2+ ion at the Ba2 than Ba1 site with structure optimization (Table 2) .
For the Eu 2+ ion at the Ba1 and Ba2 sites, two types of ion movement -changes in both the O-Eu-O angles and the Eu-O distances -results from optimization (Fig. 2) . The differences between the non-optimized and optimized crystal structure are relatively small and more significant changes might have been expected due to the size mismatch of Eu 2+ and Ba
2+
. Since the tabulated ionic radii are statistical, the actual inter-atomic distances may differ in the individual materials, however.
The difference in the total energies (39 eV lower for Eu 2+ at the Ba1 site) calculated by DFT suggests that Eu 2+ prefers the Ba1 site which may result in only one emission band, at least at low (e.g. 1 mole-%) doping levels. As a result of the structure optimization, the distortion of the environment of Eu 2+ at the Ba1 site lowers the site symmetry from C 3 to C 1 . This can be considered unlikely since a luminescent centre has been found more frequently than not to possess the same site symmetry as the host cation as easily indicated by the sharp line emission of the R 3+ ions. The site symmetry of the luminescent centre needs to be probed in more detail e.g. by studying the Sm 2+ luminescence. This ion exhibits easily identified line emission to be used as a luminescence probe due to the quite similar 4f 6 electron configuration with Eu
3+
. The interatomic distances, off-centre position of Eu 2+ as well as the nature of the neighboring atoms should be studied employing the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) method.
Significant (Table 2 ). However, the DFT results suggest that only minor modifications in the local structure are induced by the isolated Eu 2+ ions.
Electronic structure
Host band structure
The band gap energy (E g ) provides the basic data for the determination of the electronic structure. The DFT calculations did not provide an absolute measure for E g due to the presence of scattered non-zero density of states (DOS) 4-5 eV above the top of VB (Fig. 3) . This may indicate the presence of intrinsic shallow electron traps which exist even without the introduction of any defects in this material. A significant increase in the DOS appears at 5.3 eV which may be used as a more reliable measure for E g than the scattered DOS at lower energy. Slightly better agreement between the experimental and calculated (5.7 eV) E g values was found with the optimized crystal structure. Only fair agreement between the experimental (6.5 eV) and calculated values was thus found probably due to the covalent character in BaAl 2 O 4 . The experimental value corresponds to the optical band gap in the synchrotron radiation excitation spectrum of BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ (Fig. 3) . However, the difference of 1.2 eV is in agreement with the discrepancy of more than 1 eV generally found using DFT [22] . The valence band of BaAl 2 O 4 has mainly the O 2p character (Fig. 3) whilst the conduction band consists mostly of the Ba (5.3 to 13 eV) and Al (13+ eV) levels. (Fig. 4) . The dependence of the 4f 7 ground level energy on U is linear for Eu 2+ at both the Ba1 and Ba2 site, with this level located close to the valence band for the high U values. The calculated energy difference between the top of VB and the 4f 7 ground level of Eu 2+ is 1.5-2.8 eV for both Ba sites. The 4f 7 ground level energies thus are underestimated by ca. 2 eV when compared to the experimental CT values and an agreement could be found by decreasing the U value to 1.0 eV. A decrease in the Hubbard parameter from the value obtained for Gd 3+ (7.62 eV, cf. section 2.3) can be expected for Eu 2+ due to its lower nuclear charge and oxidation state. In addition, Eu 2+ replaces the larger Ba 2+ ion in BaAl 2 O 4 with significant covalent bonding character which is expected to decrease the electron repulsion and thus also the Hubbard parameter. However, a U value of 1.0 eV may be considered unrealistically low. The experimental CT energy may also overestimate the 4f 7 position due to its relaxation after the CT absorption. Important theoretical evidence on the Eu 2+ 4f 6 5d 1 ground level energy can be obtained using the DFT calculations. The 2 D level should be split into five components by the crystal field of low symmetry (C 3 or C 1 in BaAl 2 O 4 ) [25] . The total energy span of the 4f 6 5d 1 levels may be close to 25 000 cm −1 (3.1 eV) in oxides as in BaAl 2 O 4 . Therefore, at least some of these levels are located within CB. The calculated states within and close to the bottom of CB of BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ possess significant Eu 2+ 5d character which was used to estimate the 4f 6 5d 1 energies (Fig. 5, inset) . The lowest state with distinct Eu 2+ 5d character is located at 0.8 (Eu 2+ at Ba1) or 0.7 eV (Ba2) below CB. The 4f 6 5d 1 ground level energy can be considered independent of the Hubbard parameter U since an upward shift of only 0.01 eV in the 5d energy was found for Eu 2+ at the Ba1 site when U was increased from 4.35 to 7.62 eV. No shift was found for Eu 2+ at the Ba2 site. These results provide theoretical verification for the empirical model of persistent luminescence [24] since they confirm that the 4f 6 5d 1 levels are located mainly in CB and the excited electron can reach CB easily from these levels for subsequent trapping to charge the persistent luminescence. 6 5d 1 -4f 7 energy difference was 4.2 (U: 7.62 eV) for the Ba1 and 4.3 eV for Ba2 site after the optimization of the crystal structure (Fig. 5) . These results suggest that the emission energy is almost the same irrespective of the Ba site occupied by Eu 2+ . The energy difference is, however, overestimated by the too high Hubbard U value and its reliable determination for Eu 2+ would be necessary. An agreement between the calculated and experimental values could be found by using a quite low value of 3.0 eV for this parameter.
The calculated 4f 6 5d 1 -4f 7 energy difference should be considered only as an approximated value since the fixing of the 5d occupation was not feasible with the DFT calculations. In addition, the experimental value underestimates the energy difference due to the relaxation of 4f 7 after the emission which, when taken into account, results in a better agreement. The exact amount of especially the 4f relaxation energy depends on the appropriate host lattice and cannot be calculated or obtained from the present experimental data but can be estimated to less than 5 000 cm −1 (0.62 eV).
SR excited luminescence
The luminescence spectra of the BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu
2+
,Dy 3+ materials excited to the conduction band by synchrotron radiation (λ exc : 92 nm (13.5 eV)) at selected temperatures between 20 and 300 K are characterized by a strong green and a weak blue band centered at ca. 505 and 440 nm (2.46 and 2.82 eV), respectively (Fig. 6 ). An additional low energy emission band due to the 4 F 9/2 → 6 H 13/2 transitions of Dy 3+ was found centered at 580 nm (2.14 eV). Deconvolution of this emission is not feasible since even for only one Dy 3+ site there may be up to 35 lines. Only the deconvoluted Eu 2+ spectra have thus been included in Fig. 6 . These two bands at higher energy may be due to the 4f 6 5d 1 ( 2 D)→4f 7 ( 8 S 7/2 ) transition of Eu 2+ at both Ba sites. However, the energy difference of 0.36 eV between the bands is not directly indicated by the electronic structure since the same 4f 6 5d 1 and 4f 7 energies were found for these sites. No band in blue was observed for BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ prepared with a high temperature solid state synthesis [9] . This band was found also with conventional UV excitation (λ exc : 320 nm) which confirms that it is not uniquely related to the high energy excitation. These results indicate that the weak band may originate from the creation of a new Ba 2+ site due to the effect of water exposure on this material. This effect is probably most pronounced on the surface of the material since the surface Ba/Eu sites are first attacked by humidity. The system is very complex and dynamic since the energy and intensity of the blue band depend on the time of exposure to humidity, too. The formation of new compounds has also been indicated by X-ray powder diffraction [9] . Further studies are required to study the exact effect of water exposure on the local environment of the luminescent centre.
A stronger temperature quenching was found for the Eu 2+ bands than for Dy 3+ (Fig. 6 ). Both Eu 2+ luminescence bands were shifted by 0.05 eV to higher energy due to the effect of the crystal field when the temperature increased from 20 to 300 K (Fig. 7) . The crystal field decreases due to the expansion of the lattice with increasing temperature. 
Persistent luminescence mechanism
The Eu 2+ 4f 7 and 4f 6 5d 1 ground level energies close to the conduction band confirm that the electrons act as the charge carriers responsible for persistent luminescence in the BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ ,R 3+ materials. This process commences with the 4f 7 →4f 6 5d 1 photoexcitation of Eu 2+ which is induced by blue light or UV radiation (Fig. 8) . The excited electron can escape directly to CB from a 4f 6 5d 1 level located within CB. It can also escape from a 4f 6 5d 1 level below CB with the aid of thermal energy ensuring a broad excitation of persistent luminescence. The Eu 2+ ion becomes thus either an excited (Eu 3+ )* species or -more likelyan excited (Eu 2+ -h + )* pair. The electron moving quite freely in CB is then captured by traps close to the bottom of CB. The probable origin of the electron traps is e.g. the R 3+ co-doping (ion), a vacancy or even defect aggregates [26] . The R 3+ co-dopant may trap an electron from the conduction band thus creating the R 2+ species or an R 3+ -e -pair. In addition, efficient trapping of electrons by the oxygen vacancies is expected. The calculation of the vacancy energy levels is out of scope of the current study and this will be a subject of a further work. The temperature controlled gradual transfer of the trapped electrons back to CB is followed by their migration (or retrapping) to the luminescent centre through CB or by direct tunneling for the recombination and emission of visible light. 
Conclusions
Modifications in the crystal structure due to the introduction of the Eu 2+ luminescent centre were found using the DFT calculations. The changes in the interionic distances as well as differences in the total energies show that Eu 2+ prefers the Ba1 site, though Ba2 is also possible. A reasonable agreement between the calculated and experimental band gap was obtained. The calculated Eu 2+ 4f 7 ground level was located in the energy gap but its energy above the valence band was underestimated when compared to the experimental CT values. This is probably due to the less accurate description of BaAl 2 O 4 with significant covalent character than of the more ionic hosts. Important theoretical evidence on the Eu 2+ 4f 6 5d 1 level energies relative to the conduction band was obtained. The results confirm that the excited electrons can reach the conduction band easily from these levels followed by trapping in the persistent luminescence process. An additional blue emission band apart from the green luminescence of BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ ,Dy 3+ was observed using synchrotron radiation excitation. The former is probably due to the creation of a new Ba 2+ site due to the effect of water exposure on the host.
The current approach combining DFT calculations and synchrotron radiation luminescence spectroscopy is an excellent tool to probe the crystal and electronic structure of the Eu 2+ doped materials especially when the properties are difficult or impossible to study only experimentally. Trap levels induced by the isolated defects and defect aggregates present in the BaAl 2 O 4 :Eu 2+ ,R 3+ materials should still be studied in detail since they are expected to have a crucial effect on the persistent luminescence efficiency of these materials.
